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Abstract
We automatically quantify patterns of normal cortical folding in the develop-
ing fetus from in utero MR images (N=80) over a wide gestational age (GA)
range (21.7 to 38.9 weeks). This work on data from healthy subjects repres-
ents a first step towards characterising abnormal folding that may be related to
pathology, facilitating earlier diagnosis and intervention. The cortical bound-
ary was delineated by automatically segmenting the brain MR image into a
number of key structures. This utilised a spatio-temporal atlas as tissue priors
in an expectation-maximization approach with second order Markov random
field (MRF) regularization to improve the accuracy of the cortical boundary
estimate. An implicit high resolution surface was then used to compute cortical
folding measures. We validated the automated segmentations with manual de-
lineations and the average surface discrepancy was of the order of 1mm. Eight
curvature-based folding measures were computed for each fetal cortex and used
to give summary shape descriptors. These were strongly correlated with GA
(R2 = 0.99) confirming the close link between neurological development and
cortical convolution. This allowed an age-dependent non-linear model to be ac-
curately fitted to the folding measures. The model supports visual observations
that, after a slow initial start, cortical folding increases rapidly between 25 and
30 weeks and subsequently slows near birth. The model allows the accurate
prediction of fetal age from an observed folding measure with a smaller error
where growth is fastest. We also analysed regional patterns in folding by par-
cellating each fetal cortex using a nine-region anatomical atlas and found that
Gompertz models fitted the change in lobar regions. Regional differences in
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growth rate were detected, with the parietal and posterior temporal lobe exhib-
iting the fastest growth, while the cingulate, frontal and medial temporal lobe
developed more slowly.
Keywords: fetal MRI, cortical folding, brain development, Gompertz function
1. Introduction
In utero magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has emerged as an important clin-
ical analysis and diagnostic tool for prenatal abnormality in recent years (Hosny
and Elghawabi, 2010). With the development of ultrafast scanning techniques
such as single-shot fast spin-echo (SSFSE), detailed 2D image slices, free from
motion artifact, can be acquired without invasive fetal curarization and mater-
nal sedation (Glastonbury and Kennedy, 2002). Ultrasound is inexpensive and
widely available and thus remains the modality of choice for initial screening.
With significantly greater tissue contrast and spatial resolution, MRI affords
an opportunity for more detailed investigation of abnormalities, thus enabling
more accurate diagnoses for subjects referred after screening.
The advent of slice-to-volume reconstruction techniques (Rousseau et al., 2006;
Jiang et al., 2007) revealed coherent 3D MR images of the fetal brain for the
first time with a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (Figure 1). Super-resolution
techniques (Rousseau et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2010; Gholipour et al., 2010;
Kuklisova-Murgasova et al., 2012) have subsequently boosted spatial resolution
by exploiting repeated overlapping slice samples. These techniques have recently
stimulated new research into the structural development of the fetal brain in
the neuroimaging community (Gholipour et al., 2012; Habas et al., 2012; Jacob
et al., 2011; Rajagopalan et al., 2011; Scott et al., 2011; Serag et al., 2012;
Caldairou et al., 2011; Habas et al., 2010; Scott et al., 2013).
Cortical folding, or gyrification, is perhaps the most striking structural change
that occurs in the fetal brain during gestation. The neocortex rapidly becomes
more convoluted from approximately 25 weeks, leading to a dramatic increase in
surface area without an equivalent increase in thickness. This allows a greater
number of neurons to be packed into the limited intra-cranial space and is
thought to be critical to many human advances in intelligence (Lui et al., 2011).
SSFSE imaging produces strong contrast between cortical grey matter (GM)
and adjacent white matter (WM) allowing excellent visualisation of this process
in utero. Depending on the severity, malformations of the cortex can cause a
range of outcomes including death in infancy, psychomotor retardation, devel-
opmental delay and seizures (Ghai et al., 2006). Lissencephaly (smooth brain)
is a common result of abnormal neuronal migration where folding is either re-
duced or completely absent. Prognosis is usually poor and related to the degree
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Figure 1: Reconstruction of 3D volume from 2D slices. 2D slices are
acquired in the transverse plane using a fast scanning sequence to freeze motion
(a). The coronal (b) and sagittal (c) views are corrupted by motion between
slice acquisitions. The motion between slices is estimated and a 3D volume is
reconstructed from the original slice data providing a coherent 3D image (d,e,f).
of smoothness, but early diagnosis could allow better care for the patient. Cor-
tical folding is critical to normal development and is well visualised and therefore
is an obvious focus for a population based study.
Segmenting the brain into different anatomical structures is an important first
step towards the analysis of developmental processes. Manual segmentation is
slow, expensive, and requires expert knowledge. Therefore, a robust automatic
segmentation algorithm is highly desirable for large population based studies.
However, automated segmentation of the fetus is particularly challenging for a
number of reasons and techniques developed for the adult brain tend not to
perform well. Firstly, rapid brain development during gestation creates large
anatomical variations within fetal cohorts (Figure 2). The size and shape of
structures can change significantly in a matter of weeks and an observable struc-
ture in an older fetus may not be observable in a younger fetus. Furthermore,
tissue types of the fetal brain have relatively heterogeneous and overlapping sig-
nal intensities due to ongoing developmental processes at the cellular level, such
as WM myelination. The imaging may also be limited by some of the necessary
compromises that are made to minimise acquisition time and freeze fetal mo-
tion. To retain acceptable SNR with a short acquisition sequence, thick slices of
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around 3mm are typically acquired (Prayer et al., 2004). This leads to partial
volume (PV) voxels where adjacent tissues meet, resulting in an intermediate
intensity signal. For example, in T2 weighted SSFSE images at the cerebral
boundary, low signal from GM combines with high signal from cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF), resulting in a moderate intensity similar to WM. This is more ap-
parent in the deep narrow sulci of older fetuses and segmentation algorithms
that rely on intensity information can incorrectly label PV voxels as WM in
these areas. With adult structural MRI, T1-weighted relaxation is normally
used to give better tissue contrast, where WM has the largest intensity followed
by GM then CSF. In this instance a PV voxel at the cortical boundary will not
replicate the signal response of another tissue, thus mislabelling of PV voxels
is a lesser confound. In fetal scanning, the problem has also been compounded
by precautionary limits to magnetic field strength. Neuroscientific studies pre-
dominately utilise 3 Tesla (T) scanning devices, however 1.5T is typically used
for fetal MRI, which limits SNR for a given spatial resolution and acquisition
time (Welsh et al., 2011). MRI is considered a relatively safe, non-invasive mod-
ality, however there has been concerns previously over the effect of noise and
heat on the fetus when using stronger magnetic fields (Wilde et al., 2005). No
formal studies exist on this subject to date, although numerical simulations of
specific absorption rate have predicted that average fetal temperature would be
within international safety limits (Hand et al., 2010) and studies of the fetal
brain using 3T scanners are now beginning to emerge (Egan¯a-Ugrinovic et al.,
In Press).
To date, few methods have been developed specifically to segment the fetus
from in utero MRI. A popular segmentation approach for adult brain images,
expectation-maximization segmentation with Markov random field regulariza-
tion (EM-MRF) (Van Leemput et al., 1999) has been used for segmenting the
fetus (Habas et al., 2010). EM segmentation requires a probabilistic tissue atlas
to give prior spatial knowledge of tissue likelihood. In this work we address the
large variation in anatomy by employing a spatio-temporal atlas (Serag et al.,
2012), where an age-specific probabilistic atlas is used to capture the anatomy
at several time-points during development. This spatio-temporal atlas tech-
nique has also been used to segment the developing brain in young children
and neonates (Serag et al., 2012; Murgasova et al., 2007; Kuklisova-Murgasova
et al., 2011). This segmentation framework has been the basis for a number
of normal (Habas et al., 2012; Rajagopalan et al., 2011; Scott et al., 2011) and
abnormal (Scott et al., 2013) brain development studies in fetuses ranging from
20 to 30 weeks gestational age. EM-MRF is sufficient to segment fetuses around
this gestational age range, however it fails to explicitly tackle the problem of
mislabelled PV voxels at the cortical boundary and therefore it is ill-suited to
segmenting older fetal brains. Incorporating constraints to reduce mislabelled
PV voxels into an EM framework has been shown to reduce this problem at the
cortical boundary in both neonates and fetuses (Xue et al., 2007; Ledig et al.,
2012; Wright et al., 2012).
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Figure 2: Diversity of anatomy. These MR images illustrate the large vari-
ation in brain morphology during fetal development.
Several studies have attempted to segment the fetal cortex and characterise its
development (Rajagopalan et al., 2011; Habas et al., 2012; Scott et al., 2013).
These have been limited to a small number of subjects and have focused on
younger fetuses, which are easier to segment due to simple anatomy. The most
extensive study of normal folding patterns to date concentrated on folding pat-
terns and asymmetries of 40 fetuses from 20 to 28 weeks gestational age (Habas
et al., 2012). Our objective is to quantify normal folding patterns with a much
larger cohort from 22 weeks up to term. Our goal is to extend the understand-
ing of how the cortex folds through this critical developmental period. In this
work, we present a complete image analysis framework for quantifying fetal
folding patterns from in utero MRI (see Figure 3 for an overview). We apply
a spatio-temporal model of average MR intensities and tissue probabilities to
automatically segment 80 normal fetal controls, over a wider gestational age
range than has previously been studied (22-39 weeks), into a number of key
tissue types using an EM based segmentation framework as described in (Ledig
et al., 2012). This framework incorporates a regularization term to specifically
penalise mislabelled PV voxels around the cortical boundary in order to improve
segmentation accuracy. Sixteen of these subjects were segmented manually to
validate the accuracy of the automated procedure. An implicit cortical sur-
face representation was formed on a high resolution voxel grid and principal
curvatures were evaluated over the surface voxels using the structure tensor and
Hessian matrix. Three curvature-based shape descriptors were computed at
each surface voxel. Eight folding measures were then computed for each fetus,
each of which summarised a shape descriptor over the surface to produce a single
scalar. These folding measures were used to quantify the degree of gyrification
through this period of development. To analyse the local patterns of sulcal de-
velopment the delineated cortical surface was parcellated into nine regions for
each fetus by registering it to an anatomical atlas. Folding measures were then
computed for each region individually and analysed in relation to development.
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Figure 3: Processing pipeline overview. A raw acquisition consisting of
multiple overlapping slices is reconstructed to a complete 3D volume free from
motion artifacts. The intra-cranial region is then automatically extracted. The
brain is automatically segmented into 8 structural regions using an expectation-
maximization framework with Markov random field regularization. A surface is
then defined by combining the posterior probability maps of structures within
the inner cortical boundary. Principal curvatures were calculated at each bound-
ary location and global and regional summary measures were derived from them
to quantify folding patterns. Curvature descriptors were visualized on a mesh,
computed using the marching cubes algorithm (Lorensen and Cline, 1987).
2. Material and Methods
2.1. Data and Pre-processing
A cohort of 80 clinically certified healthy fetal controls was used for the study
with a gestational age range of 21.7 to 38.9 weeks (mean 29.6±4.6) (Figure 4).
T2-weighted MR imaging was performed on a 1.5T Philips Intera scanner with a
32 channel coil. An SSFSE sequence was used to obtain individual 2D slices that
were free from motion artifacts. Multiple overlapping slices were acquired over
the region of interest and then reconstructed using a robust slice-to-volume regis-
tration method (Jiang et al., 2007), producing a volume with an isotropic voxel
resolution of approximately 1mm. Images were processed using N4 (Tustison
et al., 2010) to correct for intensity non-uniformity to achieve a consistent, spa-
tially invariant, signal intensity distribution for each tissue.
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Figure 4: Cohort age spread. Bar chart with accompanying density trace,
estimated using a Gaussian kernel (σ = 1). The mean age of the cohort is shown
in red.
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2.2. Automatic Brain Extraction
Before segmenting the brain into different structures, it is useful to define a
region of interest bounded by the skull, discarding any MR signal outside the
region. With adult subjects, the strong signal contrast between the skull and
intra-cranial matter can facilitate automatic extraction of the intra-cranial re-
gion. Popular extraction algorithms such as brain extraction tool (BET) (Smith,
2002) exploit this, requiring little prior knowledge to accurately extract brain
matter. With fetal subjects, however, this task is significantly more challenging
as the boundary of the skull is less prominent due to heterogeneous signal from
stationary uterine tissue and amniotic fluid immediately surrounding the head
of the fetus. As a result, methods developed for adults that rely on a strong
intensity boundary are ill-suited and perform poorly when applied to fetal scans.
We applied a patch-based approach to this problem (Eskildsen et al., 2012),
which we found to extract fetal brains accurately. This approach relies on the
assumption that a similar patch of voxels in an input image and atlas image are
likely to be centred on the same tissue. This gives a mechanism for non-local,
many-to-one, label propagation. By aligning an input image with an atlas, the
search for similar patches can be restricted to a local neighbourhood, which is
likely to be sufficient, given the limited variability in both shape and location
of the skull. Numerous similar atlas patches form a labelling consensus for each
voxel in an input image, with each atlas label weighted by the similarity of its
surrounding patch and input image patch, ensuring the most similar patches are
the most influential (Figure 5). For a more detailed description of this procedure
the reader is referred to Appendix A.
As the accuracy of the atlas set is critical for accurate extraction, we constructed
fetal atlases by combining manual delineations of the cerebrum, brain-stem, lat-
eral ventricles and extra-cerebral CSF, filling the small remaining voids (cavum,
third ventricle) automatically. A set of 35 atlases was generated, each consisting
of an MR image and a binary mask with foreground voxels defining the matter
inside the skull. We then mirrored each atlas along the centre-line of the brain,
effectively doubling the size of the atlas set to 70 in total.
Before extraction, the atlas set and input image were all co-aligned and in-
tensity normalized. By aligning the images, and only considering patches in a
small local neighbourhood, the computational cost is reduced considerably and
the influence of dissimilar distant patches is removed. For this purpose, all at-
lases were affinely registered to a target subject of mean gestational age within
the cohort and each new input image was then registered to this target before
labelling. Patch similarity was evaluated using the sum of squared difference
(SSD), therefore all the images were normalized using histogram matching (Nyúl
and Udupa, 1999) to standardise the intensity scale, allowing SSD to be used
as a meaningful similarity metric.
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Figure 5: Patch search and weighting. The input image and atlas images
are co-aligned so that similar patches (yellow) can be found within a local neigh-
bourhood (green) around an input voxel. The patch similarity can then give a
weighting when fusing the atlas labels. The reader is referred to Appendix A
for a detailed explanation of the label fusion process.
To assess the accuracy of the brain extraction, a leave-one-out cross-validation
was performed which resulted in a high mean Dice’s coefficient of 0.983 using 24
atlases, a patch diameter of 7 voxels and a neighbourhood diameter of 5 voxels.
2.3. Automatic Segmentation
The discrete nature of MR images results in PV voxels that contain an in-
termediate signal response at locations where adjacent tissues meet. At the
cortical boundary in T2-weighted images, PV voxels with low signal response
from cortical GM and high signal response from CSF have a moderate intens-
ity indistinguishable from WM, and are frequently mislabelled. This effect is
pronounced in fetal MRI because of the slice thickness necessary to achieve an
acceptable SNR when restricted to a short acquisition time (to freeze motion)
and a relatively low field strength (to protect the fetus). To address this prob-
lem we use an EM segmentation framework that incorporates a standard MRF
as well as additional second order MRF penalisation term, which was evaluated
using neonatal MR images (Ledig et al., 2012), where a similar PV problem
exists. This second order MRF can penalise a specific tissue class based on its
adjacency with two other specific classes, as opposed to just one in the standard
MRF formulation. By penalising WM when it is implausibly adjacent to both
cortex and CSF we were able to improve segmentation accuracy at the cortical
boundary (Figure 6).
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(a) (b)
Figure 6: Improved cortical segmentation using a second order MRF.
Two subjects are shown, each segmented using a standard EM-MRF algorithm
(a) and an EM algorithm incorporating a second order MRF (b). Voxels cor-
rectly labelled as WM are shown in green while PV voxels mislabelled as WM
are shown in red. Note the reduction in mislabelled voxels in (b).
MRI volumes were automatically segmented into a background class and 7 fore-
ground classes: cortical GM, deep grey nuclei, germinal matrix, WM, non-
cerebral tissue (brain stem and cerebellum), intra-cerebral CSF, and extra-
cerebral CSF. For this, a non-rigid spatio-temporal atlas of average tissue in-
tensities, represented by a sequence of MR templates (Serag et al., 2012) for each
week of gestation with associated tissue probabilities (Wright et al., 2012), was
used as prior information to guide the segmentation process. In this previous
work, the atlas at each age was constructed by non-rigidly registering all con-
tributing images in a pairwise manner using the free-form deformation (FFD)
framework (Rueckert et al., 1999), and, for each image in turn, averaging the
resulting transformations to the other images, giving a mapping towards a mean
MR template. Templates and associated tissue probability maps were created by
averaging the transformed image intensities and segmentations. Subject specific
tissue probability maps were constructed on a leave-one-out basis to remove bias
from manual segmentations, i.e. manual segmentations for each subject did not
contribute to its own prior tissue probabilities. For further details of the atlas
construction, the reader is referred to (Serag et al., 2012). Before segmentation,
the atlas template with the closest age to the subject was non-rigidly registered
to the input image. The associated tissue probability maps were subsequently
transformed onto the native voxel grid of the subject before segmentation.
The FFD control point spacing used for pairwise registration during atlas con-
struction controls the flexibility of the local deformation between subjects and
has a considerable impact on the sharpness of the average MR intensity tem-
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plate and its associated tissue probability maps. As the control point spacing
is reduced, the registration becomes less robust and inherently more susceptible
to misalignment errors. As a result, the registration algorithm may converge to
local minima. Furthermore, as atlas priors become sharper, they have stronger
influence over a resulting segmentation. In this case, an EM algorithm will
be dominated by the prior information and fail to compensate for registration
misalignments, leading to a segmentation that does not appropriately describe
the subject’s anatomy. Conversely, with a coarse control point spacing, the MR
template and probability maps will be considerably less sharp. In this case,
when an atlas prior is aligned with an input image, there can be significant
WM probability overlapping cortical sulci and vice versa. This can lead to an
increase in partial volume misclassification (Serag et al., 2012).
Therefore, we have used a relatively fine control point spacing of 1.5mm for
registration during atlas construction, which produces crisp tissue priors that
we can then relax (e.g. by blurring) during segmentation to compensate for
misalignment of the original tissue priors. This relaxation step occurs after the
EM algorithm has first converged to a solution, before continuing.
An FFD spacing of 3mm was chosen for registering an age-matched template
to each input image to reflect the flexibility used in atlas construction, while
giving a greater tolerance for registration error. This is desirable as during atlas
construction, inter-subject registrations are averaged, reducing the prominence
of segmentation errors.
After segmentation, a connected-component analysis was used to restrict the
sub-cortical matter to a single mass. As the cortex becomes more convoluted,
considerable PV exists in narrow sulci. By constraining sub-cortical matter to
a single mass, we effectively prohibited the probability of WM in these regions.
Posterior probability maps for sub-cortical regions (germinal matrix, WM, deep
grey nuclei) and intra-cerebral CSF were combined and then binarized using a
threshold of 0.95. The largest connected component (LCC) was then determined
leaving a collection of residual components. The binarization threshold was
chosen heuristically as the highest value which did not result in WM voxels inside
thin gyri becoming disconnected from the LCC. Residual component voxels and
any remaining voxels with a non-zero probability that were closer to a residual
component than the largest connected component were assumed to be sulcal PV
voxels and the corresponding probability was reassigned as external CSF in the
probability map. This was repeated iteratively using a descending threshold to
remove all mislabelled WM.
2.4. Voxel-based Surface Representation
The surface of the brain is not an ideal location for measuring curvatures. As
gyrification proceeds, sulci narrow, adjacent gyri begin to squeeze against each
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other, and it becomes increasingly difficult to delineate the cerebrum boundary.
Furthermore, inexact brain extraction may remove small amounts of cortical
GM where the cerebrum is very close to the skull. The inner cortical boundary,
however, is easier to delineate and robustly segment, therefore we chose this
boundary on which to compute curvatures.
The surface was approximated directly on an image’s voxel grid by combining
posteriors for 4 classes, germinal matrix, WM, the deep grey nuclei and intra-
cerebral CSF, forming a probability map for matter lying inside of the cerebral
cortex. This map was smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with a full width at
half maximum of 2mm which was found to ameliorate segmentation irregular-
ities arising from imperfections in the reconstruction process while retaining
the fidelity of the estimated boundary. The map was then binarized using a
threshold that preserved its volume and the largest connected component was
retained. A surface voxel was then defined as any foreground voxel that shared
a face with a background voxel.
A 1mm voxel grid is too coarse to give an accurate surface representation using a
binary volume and sub-voxel accuracy is required to capture the curvature of the
convoluted cortex. Therefore, the input image was upsampled by a factor of 3
and a second segmentation step was performed using the previously calculated
posteriors as priors. This resolution was found to be sufficient for accurate
surface representation while retaining acceptable computation time and memory
requirements. Further upsampling was also tested, but there was little visible
difference between surfaces when visualised as a mesh
2.5. Folding Measures
At each of the surface voxels, the principal curvatures k1 and k2 were calculated
from the structure tensor and Hessian matrix using the techniques described
in (Rieger et al., 2004), which have previously been applied to neonates (Rodriguez-
Carranza et al., 2008). The interested reader is referred to Appendix B for more
details. The curvature of a curve at a surface point p is defined as the reciprocal
of the radius of a circle passing through p and a pair of additional points on
the curve infinitesimally close to p. The curvature can be measured along any
plane intersecting the surface which contains the surface normal. The principal
curvatures k1 and k2 are the maximum and minimum curvature values at point
p. These scalars are fundamental to a number of local shape descriptors that we
will use in our curvature analysis, including mean curvature, Gaussian curvature
and curvedness (Table 1)).
The principal curvatures and the derived descriptors are dependant on the scale
of the surface and do not reflect its complexity. For example, the curvature of
a sphere varies depending on its size. To remove the influence of scale on our
measures, the principal curvatures were first normalized using the volume, V ,
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of the convex hull of the binary WM mask. The curvatures were multiplied
by radius, r, of a sphere with equivalent volume i.e. r = 3
√
3V/4pi, which has
the desirable property of producing a dimensionless quantity which is 1 for any
point on the surface of a sphere.
Three fundamental curvature-based shape descriptors were evaluated at each
surface voxel: mean curvature (H), which intuitively expresses convexity and
concavity around a point as positive and negative values; Gaussian curvature
(K), which expresses elliptical and hyperbolic points as positive and negative
values; and curvedness (C), a positive scalar that is related to the bending
energy of a surface when deformed from a flat plate (van Vliet and Verbeeck,
1993). Cortical gyrification was then characterised by computing eight folding
measures adapted from (Rodriguez-Carranza et al., 2008), each of which sum-
marised a shape descriptor over the whole WM surface yielding a single scalar
value (Table 1). These included global mean curvature (HG), global Gaus-
sian curvature (KG), global curvedness (CG), mean curvature L2 norm (HN ),
Gaussian curvature L2 norm (KN ), intrinsic Gaussian curvature (KI), mean
curvature norm ratio (HR) and Gaussian curvature norm ratio (KR). Each of
these measures was formulated to ensure its independence of the surface area.
HG expresses the predominant convexity or concavity of a surface, KG expresses
whether the surface is chiefly elliptical or hyperbolic, while CG gives the aver-
age bending energy over the surface. Curvature norms, KN and HN , describe
the overall degree of gyrification over the surface. Intrinsic Gaussian curvature,
KI , quantifies the degree of folding in only elliptical regions. Finally, curvature
norm ratios, HR and KR, also quantify global gyrification and are intrinsically
independent of surface area.
Local folding patterns were also investigated by applying these measures in
localised regions. An atlas with 9 cortical labels derived from (Gousias et al.,
2012) was registered to each brain, parcellating the WM surface into different
anatomical regions (Figure 7). Folding measures were then computed over each
region separately.
A voxel weighting term, w, was introduced to address the issue of unequal
sampling density over the surface due to its voxel-based representation. For ex-
ample, a plane perpendicular to an axis is more densely sampled than a diagonal
plane. To compensate for this, we use the method proposed by (Windreich et al.,
2003) which was used to weight voxels based on their connectivity configuration
with background and other surface voxels.
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Shape Descriptors
Mean curvature H = (k1 + k2)/2
Gaussian curvature K = k1k2
Curvedness C =
√
(k21 + k22)/2
Folding Measures
Global mean curvature HG =
∑
xi
Hw /
∑
xi
w
Global Gaussian curvature KG =
∑
xi
Kw/
∑
xi
w
Global curvedness CG =
∑
xi
Cw /
∑
xi
w
Mean curvature L2 norm HN =
√∑
xi
H2w /
∑
xi
w
Gaussian curvature L2 norm KN = 4
√∑
xi
K2w /
∑
xi
w
Intrinsic Gaussian curvature KI =
√∑
xi∈K+ Kw/
∑
xi∈K+ w
Mean curvature norm ratio HR =
∑
xi
H2w /
∑
xi
|H|w
Gaussian curvature norm ratio KR =
√∑
xi
K2w /
∑
xi
|K|w
Table 1: Summary of curvature-based shape descriptors and folding
measures. Three curvature-based shape descriptors were evaluated at each
surface voxel, Gaussian curvature, mean curvature and curvedness. The degree
of gyrification was quantified using eight folding measures, each of which were
formulated by summarising a shape descriptor over all surface voxels, xi. A
weighting, w, was applied to each voxel which depended on its surface voxel
configuration. Each of these measures was formulated to ensure its independence
of the surface area. Note, K+, denotes the set of voxels with positive Gaussian
curvature.
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Figure 7: Regional parcellation. Example of a brain parcellated into nine
different regions by registering an anatomical atlas.
3. Results & Discussion
3.1. Segmentation
To assess the accuracy of the automated segmentation procedure, 16 of the
80 subjects were manually segmented by a clinical expert and the discrepancy
of the GM/WM boundary was measured. Details of the segmentation pro-
cedure can be found in (Kyriakopoulou et al., In Press). These subjects were
chosen at evenly spaced intervals throughout the cohort age range. A surface
mesh was extracted from the manual segmentation using the marching cubes
algorithm (Lorensen and Cline, 1987) and a boundary distance map was extrac-
ted from the automated segmentation and interpolated to give a local distance
at each vertex on the mesh. The mean distance error was then computed over
all mesh vertices for each of the sixteen subjects (Table 2). The automated seg-
mentation mean error was approximately 0.8mm - 1mm. Intra and inter-rater
error was assessed and was found to be of the order of 0.13mm and 0.16mm re-
spectively. There was a systematic bias towards a thicker estimate of the cortex
in the automated segmentations, but despite this the surface meshes based on
automated segmentation appeared to be a good approximation of the manual
based mesh (Figure 8).
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GA [weeks] Error [mm] Standard 95thDeviation [mm] percentile [mm]
22.4 0.74 0.64 2.11
23.6 0.90 0.69 2.24
24.0 0.68 0.55 1.84
24.3 0.70 0.55 1.81
26.7 0.79 0.76 2.31
26.9 0.75 0.57 1.75
27.6 0.95 0.62 2.16
28.1 0.73 0.66 1.85
28.1 0.92 0.75 2.41
29.9 1.08 0.74 2.5
30.4 0.88 0.73 2.25
31.3 0.94 0.88 2.97
31.6 0.95 0.72 2.13
32 1.11 0.96 3.09
34.1 1.07 0.96 2.91
36.4 0.85 0.84 2.50
Table 2: Mean segmentation error. The distance errors of the automated
segmentations with respect to the manually generated ground truth segmenta-
tion for sixteen subjects.
36.43 34.14 31.29 28.14 24.00
GA [weeks]
Figure 8: Comparison of cortical surface meshes for manual and auto-
matic segmentations. Mesh representations of the surfaces were construction
using the marching cubes algorithm for visualization purposes. Colour mapping
depicts normalized mean curvature (H) at each point on the cortical surface.
3.2. Folding Measures
For each of the 80 fetuses, eight folding measures were computed over the auto-
matically delineated WM/GM boundary. The folding measures based on auto-
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matic segmentation replicated growth trends based on manual segmentations
and were also self-consistent (Figure 9). However, the folding measures based
on automatic segmentation consistently underestimated the values of folding
measures derived from manual segmentation. Furthermore, the discrepancy in-
creased with GA and this is at least partly due to the systematic segmentation
bias that led to an underestimation of the WM volume, which in turn increases
the magnitude of the normalized principal curvatures that are the basis of our
folding measures. This could also be explained by the generally lower segment-
ation accuracy at older GAs as the cortex becomes more convoluted and the
cortical boundary becomes less distinct with increasing PV. This is likely to de-
crease the complexity of the estimated surface and reduce the estimated volume,
further decreasing folding measures. The reduction in growth rate in the lat-
ter stages of development is therefore likely to be overestimated and folding
measures may converge to a higher value.
Folding measures that reflect the degree of gyrification (CG, HN , KN , KI , HR,
KR) showed a strong positive correlation with GA (Figure 9). This suggests
that these measures are effective for quantifying cortical folding and neurological
development. Moreover, the correlation between these folding measures and
GA is stronger than that of GA and volume (Table 3a), showing that neural
development is more strongly linked to cortical complexity than brain size in
this age range. These measures suggest that folding initially proceeds slowly,
followed by a period of rapid growth from 25 weeks onwards, which begins to
slow towards birth. This reflects what has been observed visually (Garel et al.,
2001), the brain is initially lissencephalic at 22 weeks with the sylvian fissure
present as a shallow depression. Then primary sulci, such as the central sulcus
appear first around 24-25 weeks before lobar gyrification intensifies around 30
weeks. By 34 weeks GA, all of the primary and most of the secondary sulci are
present.
This type of asymptotic growth, where the rate is slowest at the start and
end of a time period is accurately modelled by a Gompertz function, which
was first proposed by Gompertz in 1825. This function has been successfully
used to model various phenomena that reach a saturation point, such as mobile
phone users (Tao, 2010) and tumour cells (Laird, 1964). In the instance of
tumour growth, a cellular population initially increases at an exponential rate
but growth slows as nutritional supplies deplete. Gyrification is also a growth
process that must eventually reach a saturation point. In this case, folding is
limited by the thickness of the cortical sheet, which cannot be folded indefinitely
due to physiological limitations. A Gompertz function is, therefore, a good
candidate for modelling the rate of gyrification through gestation.
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Figure 9: Global folding measures with gestational age. Curvature val-
ues computed from automated segmentations are shown as either green or blue
circles, whereas curvatures computed from manual segmentations are shown as
red triangles. For each subject that was segmented both manually and auto-
matically, the corresponding points are shown in red and green respectively and
joined together by a line. The remaining subjects that were only segmented
automatically are represented by a blue circle. A Gompertz function (black
line) was fitted to each plot except global mean curvature, which did not ex-
hibit Gompertz like growth. Upper and lower confidence intervals are shown
with dashed grey lines. 17
3.3. Gompertz Model
We examine the suitability of the Gompertz-like function (Equation 1) for mod-
elling cortical gyrification and predict the value of a folding measure y = f(t)
given a gestational age t with the non-negative parameters βi. Parameter β1 is
the initial value of y when the brain is lissencephalic before folding commences,
β1 + β2 is the upper limit of y when folding has ceased increasing, β3 controls
the growth rate that determines the increase of y during gyrification and β4 is
a centring parameter, which determines the gestational age where peak growth
occurs. The fitting of the model and estimation of the confidence intervals was
carried out using the Statistics Toolbox functions nlinfit and nlpredci in the
MatLab Software package (MATLAB and Toolbox, 2011) .
tˆ = t− β4.
f(tˆ) = β1 + β2e−e
−β3tˆ
. (1)
f
′
(tˆ) = β2β3e−β3tˆ− e
−β3tˆ
. (2)
To determine whether a Gompertz function accurately models the relationship
between folding measures and gestational age, the goodness of fit for unseen
data was evaluated by performing 100 iterations of 10 fold cross validation.
The data were partitioned into 10 equal folds and each fold was held back
in turn while a model was fitted to the remaining data and a residual was
predicted for each omitted observation. The sum of square prediction residuals,
ˆ, gave an evaluation measure, which was averaged over 100 iterations. The
Gompertz model was compared against two other models: a linear function and
a quadratic function (Table 3), to determine whether a simpler model could
fit the data as well. Globally, Gompertz functions were found to fit the data
closely (R2 = 0.99) and considerably better than a simple quadratic or linear
fit (Table 3a). On average, adopting a Gompertz model reduced ˆ by a third
over a quadratic model and almost a half over a linear model.
It must be noted that while gyrification must cease increasing at some point,
and the relationship between folding measures and age is expected to be well
modelled by a Gompertz function, systematic segmentation errors towards the
latter gestational ages, where segmentation is particularly challenging, may lead
to a false model of growth. If the segmentation algorithm fails to segment an
increasingly complex cortical surface, the curvature measures may be underes-
timated and an asymptotic value may be reached before gyrification has actually
ceased, and the value of model parameter β2 will be under-estimated.
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Measure Gompertz Quadratic Linear
ˆ R2 ˆ R2 ˆ R2
CG 8.4 0.991 16.3 0.983 22.7 0.977
HN 5.5 0.992 10.2 0.984 11.9 0.982
KN 10.3 0.989 15.4 0.983 22.6 0.975
KI 6.1 0.992 11.3 0.985 15.0 0.980
HR 7.2 0.992 12.3 0.986 14.3 0.984
KR 19.5 0.984 24.8 0.980 35.3 0.971
Volume - - - - - 0.958
(a) Model fit with different folding measures and volume
Region Gompertz Quadratic Linear
ˆ R2 ˆ R2 ˆ R2
Global 5.5 0.992 10.2 0.984 11.9 0.982
Gyri fusiformis & parahippocampalis 9.9 0.986 15.8 0.978 20.7 0.971
Temporal lobe, anterior 23.5 0.950 22.2 0.953 22.1 0.953
Temporal lobe, medial 6.3 0.989 9.3 0.984 13.8 0.976
Insula 8.8 0.969 8.8 0.969 9.3 0.967
Occipital lobe 6.3 0.990 11.1 0.983 16.2 0.975
Temporal lobe, posterior 10.5 0.988 22.8 0.974 25.4 0.971
Cingulate 19.0 0.959 20.6 0.955 26.8 0.941
Frontal lobe 5.8 0.991 10.1 0.984 11.5 0.982
Parietal lobe 7.3 0.991 15.6 0.981 15.3 0.981
(b) Model fit in individual regions for HN
Table 3: Modelling the relationship of folding measures and GA. Three
models were fitted to the data: a Gompertz model, a quadratic model and a
linear model. The predicted sum of square residuals ˆ and coefficient of determ-
ination R2 were estimated to evaluate the fit of each model.
Given the precise timing of sulcal development(Garel et al., 2001), a high cor-
relation between age and folding measures is expected . However, we rule out
the possibility of a strong bias towards the atlas priors further reducing vari-
ability and falsely strengthening the observed correlation. Each atlas frame is
constructed by averaging FFDs for contributing subjects towards other subjects
within a time window. The anatomy and segmentations are then transformed
to an average atlas space using this deformation. The resulting atlas template
does not exhibit the typical anatomy of each subject but rather an average, with
reduced variability of gyral location and an overall smoother cortical surface.
Therefore, curvature measures computed from atlas priors are expected to be
lower than from an aged-matched subject. If the atlas priors were to dominate
the segmentation and the algorithm failed to capture the subject’s anatomy,
then this would be reflected in the curvature measures. Figure 10 shows that
this is not the case, as the curvatures computed from atlas priors are consid-
erably lower than those computed for individual subjects with a similar age.
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Figure 10: Folding measures computed from atlas priors. The mean
curvature L2 norm (HN ) is shown for each subject computed from automated
segmentations (either green or blue circles), manual segmentations (red tri-
angles) and atlas priors (black triangles). For subjects segmented both manu-
ally and automatically, the corresponding points are shown in red and green
respectively and joined together by a line. Note the values of HN computed
from atlas priors are much lower than for subjects of a similar age.
3.4. Regional Folding
Examining folding measures locally revealed regional differences in sulcation.
Lobar regions exhibited a similar growth pattern to what was observed glob-
ally and were also well modelled by a Gompertz function (Figure 11a). The
insula and the anterior temporal lobe, however, did not display the same be-
haviour. A steady increase in folding measures with GA was observed in the
anterior temporal lobe over the the time period, whereas the insula remained
relatively smooth with folding measures not increasing with GA at the same
rate as other regions. Consequently, a linear model gave a better fit for these
regions. (Table 3b).
To examine the rate of growth across gestational ages we evaluated the derivat-
ive of the fitted Gompertz functions (Equation 2) for HN in lobar regions over
the observed time period. Peak growth, which occurred at t = β4, was then
estimated for each model. The rate of growth peaked around 30 weeks gesta-
tional age for all lobar regions, suggesting that this is a critical time period and
any developmental disturbances could have a greater impact around this point
(Figure 11b). Regional differences in growth rates were also observed, with the
posterior temporal lobe and parietal lobe showing the highest peak growth, with
other regions such as the frontal lobe and medial temporal lobe developing more
slowly, and the cingulate considerably slower (Table 4).
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(a) Change of HN over time in different re-
gions.
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(b) Rate of increase of HN with GA.
Gyri fusiformis & parahippocampalis
Temporal lobe, anterior
Temporal lobe, medial
Insula
Occipital lobe
Temporal lobe, posterior
Cingulate
Frontal lobe
Parietal lobe
Figure 11: Regional differences in folding measures. (a) The change in
mean curvature L2 norm (HN ) over individual regions with gestational age is
shown. All lobar regions expect the insula and anterior temporal lobe exhibit a
Gompertz like growth pattern. (b) The rate of growth across gestational ages
was computed from the derivative of the fitted Gompertz functions for HN in
lobar regions. The rate of growth peaked around 30 weeks gestational age for
all regions, however there are differences in growth rates.
Region Peak Growth GA
Temporal lobe, posterior 1.00 29.8
Parietal lobe 0.90 29.6
Gyri fusiformis & parahippocampalis 0.84 30.9
Occipital lobe 0.78 31.2
Frontal lobe 0.74 30.4
Temporal lobe, medial 0.71 31.5
Cingulate 0.63 32.2
Table 4: Relative peak growth rate in lobar regions. The peak increase
of HN is shown, relative to the posterior temporal lobe. Peak growth occurred
around 30 weeks gestational age for all lobar regions and regional differences in
growth rates are apparent.
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3.5. Physiological Age
The strong relationship between GA and folding measures allowed an accurate
prediction of GA to be made based on an observed folding measure. The inverse
of the Gompertz function fitted for measure HN was taken to predict GA from
the value of HN observed for each fetus. Prediction accuracy was inherently
lower where the rate of folding was slowest. When gyrification changes very
little, folding measures become a poor indicator of GA, as fetuses in close prox-
imity have a similar degree of gyrification. Therefore we expect age prediction to
be poor towards the extremities of the age range in our cohort (Figure 12). The
mean prediction error was 0.47 weeks (± 0.40) in the age range 24-37 weeks and
0.88 weeks (± 0.61) outside of this range, where the rate of folding was consider-
ably slower. Given that the real GA is unknown and is estimated from either an
obstetric ultrasound scan or the last menstrual period, the measured prediction
accuracy of the classifier is limited and may not reflect the real accuracy.
Predicting the real GA of a fetus from an MR image is not a genuinely useful ap-
plication of this work, given that GA may be estimated by obstetric ultrasound.
However, by estimating the age of a fetus based on the observed anatomy, we
are in effect estimating the physiological age i.e. the average age of a normal
fetus with the equivalent level of neurological development. A difference in real
GA and estimated GA could, therefore, indicate a delay or acceleration from
normal development, associated with some pathology.
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Figure 12: GA prediction error. Gestational age was predicted from the
observed value of HN by taking the inverse of the Gompertz function fitted to
the data for HN .
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a complete framework to quantify folding
patterns in the fetus from in utero MRI. Using a robust slice-to-volume recon-
struction technique (Xue et al., 2007) we obtained coherent 3D volumes of 80
fetuses over a wide gestational age range (22-39 weeks) and accurately delin-
eated intra-cranial matter using the patch-based method of (Eskildsen et al.,
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2012). To estimate the boundary between WM and cortical GM, we first ap-
plied an EM-MRF segmentation technique (Ledig et al., 2012), which accounted
for mislabelled sulcal PV through a second order MRF regularization, to accur-
ately segment the fetal brains into seven fundamental structures. Sixteen of the
80 fetal brain images were segmented manually to validate the automated pro-
cedure and the average discrepancy between the two cortical surfaces was found
to be around 1 mm. For each fetus, principal curvatures were computed over
an estimated surface using the structure tensor and Hessian matrix (Rodriguez-
Carranza et al., 2008). Three curvature-based shape descriptors, derived from
the principal curvatures, were then evaluated at each surface voxel. Eight fold-
ing measures were computed for each fetus, each of which summarised a shape
descriptor over the surface to produce a single scalar value.
We revealed a strong positive correlation between several cortical folding meas-
ures and GA. Moreover, these measures were better correlated with GA than
volume. This suggests that neurological development is more closely linked with
the convolution of the cortex than the size of the cerebrum. The increase in fold-
ing measures with GA reflects the rate of gyrification that has been observed
visually (Garel et al., 2001), with gyrification accelerating rapidly between 25
and 30 weeks. A Gompertz function is an ideal candidate for modelling the
relationship between folding measures and GA, and we observed a better fit
compared to a simple linear or quadratic model. However, we also observed that
the values of curvature measures were systematically underestimated at older
gestational ages by a small margin when using automated methods. Therefore,
it is likely that curvature measures will reach an asymptotic level while gyri-
fication is continuing. Thus, further work is needed to assess the reliability of
predictions based on this model at times when the gyrification process is nearing
completion.
Employing a Gompertz model allowed an accurate prediction of GA of a fetus
with a mean error of approximately half a week between 24-37 weeks GA. The
neurological development of a fetus can then be characterised using the notion
of physiological age and a developmental delay or acceleration can be quantified
in weeks. The model also allowed us to analyse growth rates over time, and
peak gyrification was observed in all lobar regions around 30 weeks. Therefore
this period may be a critical time for neurological development.
By characterising healthy folding patterns in the fetus, we can begin to uncover
regions of abnormal folding that may be associated with various neurological dis-
orders such as autism. This could be particularly beneficial in aiding diagnosis
where subtle abnormalities may be overlooked during reporting, or where a 2D
in-plane analysis makes assessment difficult. Automated detection of anomalies
could lead to earlier diagnosis which will lead to better care for the patient. Fur-
thermore, by establishing normal folding patterns in the fetus we can identify
abnormal folding patterns in preterm neonates who have a higher risk of func-
tional disabilities such as cognitive impairment (Johnson et al., 2009).
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Appendix A. Patch-based Brain Extraction
To label an image voxel xi we took a cubic patch Pi centred at xi and com-
puted the similarity to all patches Pa,j of a single atlas a, in a local cubic
neighbourhood ηi of xi. Firstly, patch similarity was compared using the struc-
tural similarity (SS) metric (Wang et al., 2004): where µ is the patch mean and
σ is the patch standard deviation (Equation A.1). Atlas patches with a SS ≤
0.95 were discarded.
SS = 2µiµa,j
µ2i + µ2a,j
× 2σiσa,j
σ2i + σ2a,j
. (A.1)
A vote was taken from the remaining atlas patch labels l(xa,j) weighted by their
similarity to the target patch, w(Pi, Pa,j), to obtain a label La,i for atlas a:
La,i =
⌊
0.5 +
∑
j w(Pi, Pa,j)l(xa,j)∑
j w(Pi, Pa,j)
⌋
. (A.2)
w(Pi, Pa,j) = exp(
−SSD(Pi, Pa,j)
ha
). ha = min(SSD(Pi, Pa,j)). (A.3)
Finally, after computing a binary labelling La,i using each atlas in turn, we then
took a majority vote between all atlases to reach a final binary labelling Lˆi:
Lˆi =
⌊
0.5 + 1
N
∑
a
La,i
⌋
. (A.4)
The limited variation in the shape of the cranial cavity was exploited to speed
up extraction by defining a region of interest (ROI) in which to label voxels. The
union of all N atlas labels ai defined a region where brain voxels were possible,
a1 ∪ a2 ∪ . . . ∪ aN , while the intersection defined a region where brain voxels
were almost certain, a1 ∩ a2 ∩ . . . ∩ aN . We took the set difference,(a1 ∪ a2 ∪
. . .∪ aN )\(a1 ∩ a2 ∩ . . .∩ aN ), to give the ROI over which to apply patch-based
brain extraction and dilated it to account for possible variation not captured by
the atlas set. The most similar atlases were chosen to label a new image based
on their global similarity by taking the sum of squared differences in this ROI.
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Appendix B. Principal Curvatures
Binary Volume Surface Voxels
Hessian Matrix
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Principal Curvature
Magnitudes
Principal Curvature
Signs
Principal Curvatures
Partial Derivatives
Smooth Volume
Normal and
Principal Directions
Second-Order
Partial Derivatives
Figure B.13: Calculating the principal curvatures. The surface voxels,
where the principal curvatures are evaluated, are defined as any foreground
voxel that shares a face with a background voxel within the binary WM volume.
The binary volume was then smoothed to produce a continuous scalar field
on which to calculate the image derivatives. The calculation of the principal
curvature magnitudes and signs is then split into two processes. The structure
tensor is computed from the image derivatives and allows the principal curvature
directions and magnitudes to be computed. The signs of the principal curvatures
are then recovered using the Hessian matrix.
For each surface voxel at location xi, the principal curvatures k1 and k2 were
calculated using the structure tensor and Hessian matrix (see Figure B.13 for an
overview ). The structure tensor is a matrix derived from the partial derivatives
of a scalar function and can be used to analyse the gradient orientation of a
neighbourhood. We obtain a scalar field I ∈ R from minimal smoothing of
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the binary WM volume to produce a continuous representation and define the
partial derivative vector v = ∇I.
The structure tensor S(xi) for a surface voxel xi is defined as the sum of outer
products S0(xj) of the derivative vector v(xj) with Gaussian weighting w(xi, xj)
for each voxel xj in a local neighbourhood ηi:
S(xi) =
∑
xj∈ηi
S0(xj)w(xi, xj).
S0(xj) = v(xj)v(xj)T .
v(xj) =
[
∂I
∂x
(xj)
∂I
∂y
(xj)
∂I
∂z
(xj)
]T
.
Eigen-decomposition of the tensor summarises the gradient directions. Assum-
ing an ordering of the eigenvalues: λ1 > λ2 > λ3, the gradient, the eigenvector
e1 and n the surface normal are all aligned. The eigenvectors e2 and e3 are
aligned with the maximum and minimum curvature directions t1 and t2 re-
spectively.
Unfortunately, we cannot differentiate the normal with respect to the prin-
cipal directions to get the principal curvatures as the vector field obtained
from the first eigenvectors is discontinuous i.e. e1 = ±n. Instead, a map-
ping M(e1) = e1eT1 / ‖e1‖ is used to calculate the magnitudes and the sign of
the curvature is recovered using the Hessian matrix. The norm of the derivative
is linearly related to the norm of the mapped eigenvector M(e1) by a constant,√
2. We differentiate each element mij of the matrix M with respect to the
three coordinate axes φ1, φ2 and φ3:
|k1,2| = 1√2
∥∥∥∥∥
3∑
k=1
∂mij
∂φk
ek2,3
∥∥∥∥∥ .
‖M‖ := Frobenius norm of M.
To recover the sign of a principal curvature k1,2 we employ the Hessian matrix
H (Equation B.1) and examine the second derivative along the corresponding
principal direction t1,2, specifically we evaluate tTHt. If the result is less than
zero, the principal curvature k1,2 is positive (i.e. the surface is convex), otherwise
the curvature is negative (surface is concave).
H =

∂I
∂x2
∂I
∂xy
∂I
∂xz
∂I
∂xy
∂I
∂y2
∂I
∂yz
∂I
∂xz
∂I
∂yz
∂I
∂z2
 . (B.1)
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